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An experiment to simplify the NC working (sick line/ROH) 
through Access Data Base: 

Need of simplification: 

 Presently many of the NC depots are managed without 
clerical staff and the depot incharges are required to 
manage the records and register in addition to the Depot 

activities.  

 Manual entries in these registers are a time consuming 
process and leads to mental strain for calculating many 
items while posting. 

 Human errors are un avoidable on manual entries which 
results in preparation of incorrect statement. The correction 
and over writing on register will adversely affect its good 
looking.  

 To overcome all these problems it is experimented to switch 

over to some other techniques to make the NC working 
more simple and easier. 

Why Access: 

Access is a data base application that allows us to store 
data in the form of various objects such as Tables, Reports 
and Forms. These objects allow to access, manage and 
update the data easily and effectively. For example ,by 
storing data in tables, where the data is actually stored in 
the form of rows and columns and it can be easily searched 

to the specific record from the large collection of data. 
Retrievals of data from combination of multi tables and 
preparation of reports to the requirements are more easily 
than excel and as well as to design the individual field is 
possible with password protection.  

 

 

 

 



REGISTERS: 

The following registers are needs to be posted and updated every day to 
prepare the monthly statement in time during the period of month end. 

1. Progressive register for sick line 
2. Progressive register for ROH 

3. Detain register 
4. Not offer register 

5. WT register 
6. Station code register 

7. ROH Modification register 
8. General stock modification register 

9. Rejection summary register 
10. Pre mature register 

11. HBW working register 
12. 3 month POH register 

13. 3 month ROH register 

 
The following are the statements require to be submitted at the end of 

month. 
 

1. No.1 statement for sickline 
2. No.2&2A statement for Rejection summary 

3. No.3 statement for water tightness 
4. No.4 statement for Stencillig details 

5. Modification statement for ROH 
6. Modification statement for sickline 

7. BOXN body patch statement 
8. CP washer statement 

9. Zero defect statement 
10. BVT statement 

11. 24 month infrastructure statement 

12. Index page statement 
13. 90 days sick marking statement 

14. Premature ROH wagon statement 
15. MBFU statement 

16. ROH statement I for UIC 
17. ROH statement II for Tank wagon 

18. ROH statement III for Casnub 
19. UIC monitoring statement 

20. Local pass statement 
21. Sick line detention 

22. ROH detention 
23. QE Air brake monitoring statement 

24. QE quality audit statement 
25. QE Index page 

26. HBW working statement 

 
 



CONCEPT: 

To achieve the above two requirements of filling the Register and as well as 
for preparation of Statement there are two forms are designed to feed the 

data i.e., one in sick line entry form and another in ROH entry form. 
Sick line Data Feeding: 

 

 
 After entry of wagon particulars such as Number, Rly, Type and date of 
offer, the curser moves to select any one of object such as Fit, Detention, or 

Not offer. On selecting detention object the data's will be stored in the 

detain register and on selecting Not offer object the data’s will be stored in 
the Not offer register after accepting the yes command on the save dialogue 

box. Similarly on selecting Fit object after saving the details, the form 
actuates another form and completes the remaining entries. 

 

 



ROH Data Feeding: 

 

 

 

Similarly the same steps are followed to complete the entry in the ROH 
wagon entry form. On saving these details will actuate another form 

according to the type of wagon. If the type of wagon is Air brake then it will 
open the Air Brake wagon form and complete its entries. Access will follow 

the field instruction according to the VBA procedures by reffering the type of 
wagon, type of DV and type of Bogie.  

  

 
 

 



If in case of vacuum stock then the form will open the another sub form of 

vacuum stock form for UIC bogies . 
 

 
 
On completion of these entries it is possible to configure the register and 

statements automatically by viewing through Reports. 
Updating data’s: 

The day to day working in the current data base is required to update 
before starting the next month entries by simply clicking the update 

command. A dialogue box appears on screen whether to update or not. By 
selecting update command will automatically update all data’s available in 

current data base to Master data base register and erase all data in the 

current month register except the stabled wagon. 
On master data base only viewing and printing of reports are possible but no 

data entry is possible. The master register is designed in such a way to 
create the reports and statements according to our requirement of the 

starting date and ending date. 
Conclusion: 

This Database is tried at TNPM ROH depot on experimental basis and 
running successfully without any complaints. Now according to the 

requirement whether the register or statements can be viewed in single click 
for any number of days or any number of months throughout the year. 

Earlier it was taken about 1 hour to complete the entire register for a day of 
posting and now it is possible to complete the same work within 5 to 10 

minutes without any mental strain. Certainly this database will satisfy the 
Depot incharges and finally it was concluded that this database will definitely 

simplify the NC working in much easy manner with user friendly. 
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